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Abstract 
 
 Evolving weather-related risks, driven by climate change, will impose challenges on 
agricultural production systems at a global scale. However, the spatial heterogeneity of cropping 
practices, current climate, projected climate changes, and environmental factors (such as soil) 
will influence these changing risk profiles. These complex interactions mean the magnitude of 
these changes in risk, or whether they are even positive or negative, is highly variable across 
space and time. This variability in turn makes issuing broad recommendations for adaptation and 
mitigation strategies extremely difficult. 
 Changes in management (field operations) timing can be used a tool to manage weather-
related risks. At the same time, performing field operations requires the field to be in a workable 
state. These days for which the field is workable are called field working days (FWDs), and are 
driven by soil moisture and temperature. Over a certain threshold of soil moisture or below a 
certain temperature threshold, a field is considered unworkable. Working a field that is too wet 
may lead to soil compaction, and below a certain temperature the soil may be frozen or be too 
cold for seed germination. By standardizing volumetric soil moisture by the plastic limit (PL) or 
field capacity (FC) different soils are taken to have the same thresholds for workability. 
 I compared different models for determining the thresholds for field workability. As a 
validation dataset, 97 estimated soil moisture time series using 50 weather stations across Illinois 
were part of a simplified reconstruction of soil moisture conditions across the state from 1959-
2010.  Three of models from the previous literature were validated using the reconstruction. 
These models were proposed by theoretical considerations and originally validated using single-
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site records. A fourth model was developed using maximum-likelihood based logistic regression 
approach on the field records from three University of Illinois research extension farms. The fifth 
and final model chose a soil moisture and temperature threshold which minimized the prediction 
error of reported weekly FWDs from 1959-2010 when applied to the reconstructed soil moisture 
dataset. All of the models from previous literature, as well as the logistic regression model, 
systematically over predicted the number of FWDs week-by-week. On the hand, the optimized 
model had the highest predictive performance in terms of root mean squared error, and 
eliminated biases. These results indicate that preset and unchangeable theoretical thresholds may 
introduce considerable prediction bias into FWD predictions, and the spatial scale of the data can 
greatly influence threshold identification. 
 Given the method for finding field workability thresholds optimized for prediction, the 
driving question of the remaining research was: how will weather-related risks and field 
workability in Illinois change as a result of projected climate change? To accomplish this, nine 
sites (one representing each crop district in Illinois) used in the soil moisture reconstruction were 
selected. The weather time series from these sites were analyzed to train a stochastic weather 
generator. Statistical downscaling of a global climate model was performed for each of these 
nine sites and this downscaling allowed for the weather generator to simulate weather under 
three different climate change scenarios (B1, A1B, A2) at three time points (training period, mid-
century, and end of century). 1,000 years of weather for each station, time period, and scenario 
were simulated. These simulated series were analyzed for monthly cumulative drought risk, 90th 
percentile frost dates, and growing degree day (GDD) accumulation (Celsius). 100 years for each 
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site, scenario, and time period were randomly selected and run through an optimized FWD 
model.  
 Rising temperatures, driven by greenhouse gas emissions, substantially increased the 
length of the growing season as determined by the mean number of growing degree days as well 
as the frost dates. By the end of the century, projections indicated a state average season length 
3-8 weeks longer than the baseline period with 500-900 additional GDDs. The same rising 
temperatures associated with the increased season length also drove a substantial increase in 
estimated potential evapotranspiration. Along with summer precipitation patterns which had little 
or no change from the baseline period, this increased evapotranspiration lead to more frequent 
and higher severity drought risks at the state scale. Changes in drought severity and frequency 
generally rose in parallel with the projected temperature changes across time and scenarios. 
There were also noticeable differences in risk changes at the crop district scale between climate 
scenarios and time horizons. Finally, a consistent increase in field workability was projected for 
late March and early April across districts. However, overall April through May FWDs were 
often predicted to decrease or remain similar to historic levels. Only one scenario (A1B) showed 
an increase in overall April through May FWDs, and only for mid-century. This study indicated 
that projected climate change may have diverse implications within the state of Illinois in terms 
of weather-related risks. Specifically, projected summer drought risks and risks arising from 
changing field workability profiles show considerable interactions with both the climate scenario 
and crop district. This spatial and temporal variability associated with climate change will likely 
complicate agricultural mitigation and adaptation efforts, even at the state-level.  
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CHAPTER 1 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
1.1 Summary 
Field work day models are developed in order to quantify the number of days available 
for farm operations. Such models have proven useful in identifying and controlling risks based 
on site-specific labor constraints within a season. Weather factors such as precipitation remain 
one of the dominant forces in determination of field workability. Climate change, in combination 
with agronomic practices geared towards uniform management of large areas, could impose 
greater risks upon agriculture as a result of a change in the number or distribution of field 
working days in a season. The effect could be particularly pronounced if significant changes 
were to occur during the planting period in a season, and risks could be greater for more labor 
intensive cropping systems. 
 
1.2 Introduction 
Agriculture is acknowledged as an inherently risky endeavor. While much research has 
gone into managing these risks, weather remains one risk factor that decision-makers cannot 
control.  Normal year-to-year weather variability already imposes a considerable challenge to 
identifying ways to minimize weather-based risk. The ability to get into the field and perform 
operations is one of the factors that introduce such risks. In light of this, a substantial amount of 
work has been done on the relationships between weather, soil moisture, and field workability 
(Rounsevell 1993). 
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 More recently, research has begun to explore the relationship between agriculture and 
global change with respect to field working days (Cooper et al. 1997, Kucharik and Serbin 2008, 
Trnka et al. 2011). The common finding in such research is that the effects of climate change are 
extremely variable over both space and time.  This variability can make large-scale conclusions 
difficult; there is still a considerable worth in understanding the effects of climate change on 
agriculture at finer spatial scales, such as at the farm level (Easterling et al. 1992, Rounsevell and 
Jones 1993, Kaiser et al. 1993). The fact that climatic and agronomic variability at the farm level 
can differ substantially from larger scales further complicates our ability to draw conclusions 
(Gorski and Gorska 2003). The importance of this work lies in the effect of climate on field 
working days which can drive both profitability and risk (Apland 1993). 
 
1.3 Work Day Estimation Models 
The idea of estimating site-specific working days available in a season is not new. Work 
by agricultural engineers on the topic has existed since as early as the 1960’s. While an excellent 
summary of previous literature on work day estimation already exists, a review of the important 
properties of previous models, as well as examination of recent models is still warranted 
(Rounsevell 1993). 
In general, the largest factor affecting working days is the soil moisture (Earl 1997). Field 
working day models therefore focus on the relationship between soil moisture as driven by the 
environment. The relationship between soil moisture level and field workability has always been 
considered to be discrete. It is accepted that beyond a certain soil moisture level, field work is 
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taken to be either highly unlikely or impossible. This is the primary concept which drives 
fielding working day models.  
The first field workability models tended to be rather simplistic in their perception of 
soil-precipitation interactions. These field working day models classified soils into discrete 
groups based on how heavy they were and gave each group precipitation thresholds for 
workability (Shaw 1965, Smith 1966, Ayres 1975, Rounsevell 1993, Smit et al. 1997). These 
models proved to be both too simple in their view of soil properties making them incapable of 
accounting for the fine spatial variation in soils. To solve this problem, soil moisture models 
were adopted into the procedure to capture the effect of precipitation while better taking into 
account soil properties. The first of these models were based on Thornthwaite’s water balance 
method (Thornthwaite and Mather 1956), but more complex multi-layer soil moisture models 
have become prevalent in recent literature (Leenhardt 2002, de Toro and Hansson 2004, Rotz and 
Harrigan 2005, Maton 2007). A number of different soil-water models have also been used to 
estimate field working days ranging in their input requirements. Differences in the predictive 
performance of field working day models come down to the ability for the soil-water model to 
handle estimation at the wet end of the spectrum, with models focusing on modeling wet 
conditions generally performing better (Rounsevell 1993, Cooper et al. 1997).  
Regardless of the soil-water model used to aid in the estimation of field working days 
there are some common properties. While models tend to predict the number of workdays at 
seasonal or monthly time scales quite well, estimation at a daily time scale is often erroneous.  
One proposed reason for this is that current soil-water models work on daily time steps which 
have problems allocating rainfall events which occur on the boundaries of days (Rounsevell 
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1993). The error associated with this is days which the model might deem too wet may actually 
have had an entire day of workable soil while precipitation occurred after work had already been 
carried out. This is a problem which must be overcome in order for field workability models to 
improve their daily predictions. Most models also assume that climatological conditions are 
fixed. Since most models are derived from long-term climate data, conclusions are based on 
average probabilities. While this assumption that climate is stationary has the advantage of 
needing less weather data and analysis, it could provide unrealistic conclusions in some locations 
where climate is in fact changing. Gradual climate trends could introduce autocorrelated errors 
and violate the model assumptions. Rounsevell and Jones proposed that field working day 
models could be used to investigate the effects of a changed climate on agriculture.  
Cooper et al. (1997) investigated field working days in Scotland with climate change in 
mind. Cooper et al. (1997) found that the impacts of climate change projections were variable 
depending on location, season, and soil properties. While some areas in the study were projected 
to have an increased number of working days due to climate change, other locations were 
projected to experience a decrease in working day number. The changes were especially 
pronounced in the spring season. Even though only two soil types were considered, the 
differences in responses of the two soils in the model (even at the same location) were 
significantly different (Cooper et al. 1997). The climate projections in Scotland taken into 
account were based on the IPPC’s analysis and consisted of warming average temperatures and 
small increases in monthly precipitation for most months. Naturally, this tended to benefit the 
locations with a drier climate and negatively impact working days at locations where operations 
were already constrained by excess soil moisture. With the great diversity in climate over the 
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Midwest in the United States such implications could greatly impact agriculture over in some 
locations. Cooper (1997) stopped short of assessing any economic impacts the projected changes 
in field working days might have, but future work could benefit from exploring not only changes 
but also their ramifications. With the great dependence on soil type observed, it also seems 
important for future work to account for additional soil types. The variability of climate at the 
mid-latitudes poses an interesting challenge and will require future models to be robust in order 
to draw conclusions over larger spatial scales. 
A considerable challenge in field working day models is determining how to set soil 
moisture workability thresholds. Several methods have been devised for reaching thresholds 
based on theory and some empirical evidence. However, there is no formal consensus on which 
is best suited to the task. Most commonly the soil moisture threshold allowed for workability is 
assumed to be a percentage of either the field capacity (Rutledge 1971, Selirio and Brown 1972, 
Simalenga and Have 1992, Seeley 1995, Rotz and Harrigan 2005) or the lower plastic limit of 
the soil (Dexter and Bird 2000, de Toro and Hansson 2004). Among models which use the field 
capacity method arguments have been made for 90%, 95%, 97.5%, and 100% of field capacity as 
a threshold. This demonstrates the difficulty in determining a threshold even within a particular 
method. A comparison among tillage thresholds based on the lower plastic limit, the inflection 
point of the soil water retention curve, and 70% of the optimal soil moisture needed for 
maximum soil compaction (known as the proctor density) showed that most methods gave 
reasonable results, but recommended 90% of the lower plastic limit as a threshold (Mueller et al. 
2003). However, Mueller (2003) still admits that results are still dependent on soil characteristics 
because some of the measures are not meaningful for non-cohesive soils. A recent exploratory 
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study we have done in Dixon Springs, Illinois has suggested that one soil moisture threshold may 
not be appropriate, and that different operations may have different workability thresholds 
(Figure 1.1). The median simulated soil moisture for days which work was observed were 
different for each work day type, as was the range of observed soil moistures. The Kruskal-
Wallis test rejected the null hypothesis that the soil moistures were the same distribution by 
across operation types at the 0.01 significance level. These results seem to indicate a more 
complicated approach is necessary to successfully identify thresholds. 
A limitation of the thresholds in previous models discussed thus far is that they are 
designed only with optimal workability in mind. We have shown that one moisture threshold is 
likely to be inappropriate for all field operations. This may be because over the course of the 
season a farmer can be faced with the decision to work under less-than optimal field conditions 
when under time constraints. This is especially true on research farms where work days can be 
imposed by experimental designs (Seeley 1995). Seeley (1995) dealt with this by establishing the 
idea of a “forced workday,” which was defined as a day where field conditions were regarded as 
poor but time constraints required work to be carried out anyway. In the end, Seeley (1995) used 
100% of field capacity as a cutoff for workday availability in his calculations of workday 
probabilities, and only used the forced workday idea as an explanation for errors. The idea still 
introduces an important notion that working days need to be considered beyond the optimal 
workability criteria. Forced workdays represent a concept which could benefit field working day 
models by reducing errors and improving prediction capability. Overall, more work needs to be 
done on identifying proper soil moisture thresholds for field working days. One possible solution 
is in using soil moisture measurements in combination with actual records to guide threshold 
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selections. Such a procedure could potentially bypass errors associated with “forced workdays” 
in field working day models and improve upon the predictive ability of existing models. The 
downside of such an approach is the requirement for large amounts data which may be difficult 
or impossible to access. 
A majority of field work day estimation models tend to focus on one field operation at a 
time. Due to the fact that tillage at improper moisture levels can have lasting negative effects on 
soil structure (Dexter and Bird 2000), many previous studies focus on estimating suitable work 
days for tillage (Rutledge 1971, Simalenga and Have 1992, Earl 1997, Etyang et al. 1998, Dexter 
and Bird 2000, Mueller et al. 2003). In contrast, fewer studies have concentrated on planting 
operations (Leenhardt 2002, Maton 2007). In these studies, field working day prediction has 
proven useful in determining irrigation management strategies and optimum machinery size. 
While focusing on one operation offers the ability to draw quick and useful conclusions, there is 
an opportunity for field work day models to expand their use. It seems that more work has yet to 
be done by soil scientists who provide the soil-water as well as agricultural engineers in 
determining meaningful soil moisture thresholds. More importantly, investigators need to use 
these improvements to quantify consequences as well as create models general enough to draw 
conclusions in larger and more diverse study areas.  
 
1.4 Risk Analysis in Field Working Days 
The estimation of risk has become increasingly a central goal in field working day 
models. In the minds of crop farmers, the most concerning risks are variability due to yield and 
commodity price (Harwood et al. 1999). Of these two concerns, field working days are related to 
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yield. The typical tactic in the field working day literature has been to manage this risk through 
purchase of optimal machinery size. The thought is that by purchasing machines sized optimally 
for the available field working days in a location, risks associated with machine labor can be 
managed. Several studies accomplish this by using linear programming models to solve for the 
optimal machinery size under time constraints (Pfeiffer and Peterson 1980, Apland 1993, Etyang 
et al. 1998, Gunnarsson 2004, de Toro and Hansson 2004). The main point from all of these 
studies is that increasing machinery capacity will decrease risk in the form of yield variability 
and increase overall profitability depending on climate and acreage. However, the number of 
studies incorporating the consequences arising from chains of events (such as time-constraint 
interactions between operations) has so far been limited. Studies that only look at one operation 
or only a few years at a time tend to underestimate the consequences of climatic variability on 
available field working days (Apland 1993, de Toro and Hansson 2004). Since in reality some 
field operations must be performed sequentially, such as seed bed preparation and sowing, the 
number of working days earlier in the season can have an impact on the timeliness of later 
operations. de Toro (2004) points out that since most studies use probabilities based on weather 
data for working day estimation, and they will tend to solve optimal machinery complements for 
an average season. de Toro further suggests that using discrete simulation methods provides for a 
more realistic optimization because it accounts for “bad” years as well as average years. Using 
discrete event simulation also allows for the investigation of the effects that chains of events can 
have on field working days. By using this approach it is clear that earlier events can have a 
profound effect later on in the season. When compared to the discrete event simulation model, 
ASABE (American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers) guidelines for timeliness 
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costs of delayed field days typically understate the economic impact of field work days (de Toro 
and Hansson 2004, Srivasta et al. 2006). Similar results have been obtained even when 
comparing the same model when field working days are deterministic (probabilities) versus 
stochastic (simulated). Apland (1993) found that in the stochastic model the acreage of the farm 
had a larger impact on both profitability and variability than in the deterministic. Specifically, the 
stochastic model showed field working days had a greater impact in reducing the profitability 
and increasing risk with an increasing effect as acreage was increased (Apland 1993). These 
findings suggest that consideration should be given to not only quantifying field work days on 
the “average” season level but also for years which might be considered extremes.  
Even when not directly competing for time, tillage systems can have a profound effect on 
working days by changing soil-water interactions (Fletcher and Featherstone 1987, Etyang et al. 
1998). Fletcher (1987) found that in years with adverse weather conditions tillage systems could 
have significantly different economic impacts as a result of differences in soil workability among 
systems. This example exemplifies the intricate relationship between management practices and 
field working days. While incorporating these kinds of dynamic relationships may prove too 
complicated in future models, understanding or at least acknowledging the complex relationships 
between management and field working days can provide us with a good measure as to how 
simplified our models are, and where errors might creep in. 
The impacts of field working days available for weed management have also been 
considered in the literature.  Specifically under high weed densities, Swinton and King (1994) 
found that sub-optimal management could have serious economic consequences. Since critical 
periods for weed management can vary among location, cropping system, and the weed 
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(Zimdahl 1988), field working days available in those time periods can be important in the 
economic risks (Swinton 1994). In systems such as organic farming that rely on more labor 
intensive weed management practices, optimization of machinery capacity for available working 
days can play an even more important role in the risks (Gunnarsson 2004). Furthermore, the risk 
associated with alternatives to conventional systems like integrative weed management have 
been found to rely just as much on farm size and labor availability in the form of field working 
days as on weed controlling ability (Gunsolus and Buhler 1999). Thus far, field working days in 
the context of weed management have been separate from the more traditional studies that focus 
on tillage, planting and harvesting undertaken by agricultural engineers.  
Results from de Toro (2004) and Apland (1993) demonstrate that the economic impacts of 
field working days are best elucidated when careful consideration is given to the big picture of 
farm management. Risk analysis and management of field work days could benefit from a more 
interdisciplinary approach. Models need not become overly complex to deal with these issues but 
future work should attempt to acknowledge the contribution of risk from different types of field 
operations as well as their interactions. 
 
1.5 Climate Change and Other Risk Factors in the Context of Field Working Days 
As previously stated, field working days are driven primarily by the weather factors that 
drive soil moisture level. While water-soil interactions are complicated processes, a simple but 
useful view is that soil moisture is primarily controlled by soil properties and weather factors 
such as temperature, wind, and precipitation. For this reason, a change in climate can have 
considerable consequences for field working days and the economic risk associated with them. 
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Recent research has determined that evidence of overall global climate change is unequivocal 
(IPCC 2007). Effects of various components of climate change have been investigated with 
increasing intensity. In the Midwest, studies have shown variable results in the responses of 
agriculture to projected climate change. While some locations and crops may benefit from 
climate change, other locations may be projected to experience a decline in productivity. This is 
due not only to the variability of climate change effects among locations and crops, but also the 
interacting and opposing elements of climate change (Kucharik and Serbin 2008, Kucharik 
2010).  
While exceptions caused by the mentioned variability are expected, the IPCC (2007) has 
stated that it is likely that the frequency of heavy precipitation events has increased in most 
areas. Global change research in the United States has more specifically identified trends of 
climate change among individual regions. It was found that average annual precipitation in much 
of the Midwest has increased by about 5% between the years of 1958 and 2008, while the 
amount of rain associated with heavy precipitation events (defined as the top 1% of daily events) 
has increased by 31% over the Midwest (Karl et al. 2009). About a third of the overall 
precipitation increase over the last 100 years in the Midwest can be attributed to spring 
precipitation, and projections point to further increases in precipitation specifically in winter and 
spring over the next 100 years (Karl et al. 2009). Temperatures are also expected to rise in the 
winter and spring seasons in addition to increases in carbon dioxide levels (IPCC 2007). While 
some of these changes could benefit Midwest agriculture, other factors such as increased ambient 
ozone levels could offset the potential benefits (Egli 2008). The combination of these factors  
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makes assessing the potential risks of climate change on agriculture complicated. This review 
will focus only on those factors affecting field work days. 
 
1.5.1 Spring Planting in the Midwest and Climate Change 
Changes in precipitation over the winter and spring seasons could have implications on 
field working days, specifically on early season operations such as seed bed preparation and 
planting. In mid-latitude regions such as the Midwest, winter precipitation typically has a strong 
impact on spring soil moisture. When the cold and wet soils thaw out in the beginning of spring, 
the highest soil moisture levels of the year are often observed (Robock 2000). An increase in 
winter precipitation in combination with an increase in spring precipitation seems likely to 
augment the chances of such events delaying spring planting. Cooper (1997) observed a 
substantial decrease in the number of available spring workdays as a result of increased winter 
precipitation expected in Scotland. Heavy soils rich in organic matter, such as those common to 
Illinois may exacerbate delays in planting caused by an increasingly wet spring climate. The 
ubiquitous tile drainage across Illinois fields complicates matters, but also makes the empirical 
approach for determining workability soil moisture thresholds especially attractive because it 
would incorporate any positive benefits from tile drainage. Changes in temperatures might also 
affect planting dates. Days suitable for planting maize require not only soil to be dry enough for 
planting operations, but temperatures should be above the growing temperatures and unlikely to 
experience a frost (Maton 2007). All of these factors could potentially shift as a result of climate 
change, resulting in changes to planting schedules. The effects of planting date on crop yield 
have been extensively studied in both corn (Zea mays L.) and soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.). 
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For both crops, it has been observed delays in planting beyond the optimal time can result in 
statistically significant losses to yield (Nafziger 1994, Earl 1997, Coulter and Nafziger 2007, 
Bastidas et al. 2008, Egli and Cornelius 2009). Optimal planting times vary by both crop and 
field locations. The connection is that if a change in climate were to delay spring planting field 
working days there would be potential for economic consequences. 
Other trends in planting operations across the Midwest may possibly contribute both 
positively and negatively to agricultural risks resulting from climate change. In the central 
United States, corn is being planted about 2 weeks earlier than it was 30 years ago. The ongoing 
trend towards earlier planting dates is statistically significant, with an overall trend of planting 
occurring 0.48 days earlier per year (Kucharik 2006). Kucharik (2006) attributes the ability to 
plant earlier more to development of hardier hybrids than spring season warming as a result of 
climate change. This trend towards earlier planting has also been accompanied by a similar trend 
in yields. However, recent studies have shown that these higher yields are not actually directly 
attributable to earlier planting dates in some states (Kucharik 2008). Generally, the more 
northern states in the Midwest benefited directly from earlier planting. It is proposed that the 
reason for this is the fewer growing degree days available at higher latitudes makes maximizing 
season length more important. In the more southern states in the study, like Illinois, longer-
season hybrids which need to be planted early in order to realize their yield potential were 
determined to be the main factor in increased yields (Kucharik 2008). This raises two important 
questions. First, in states where cultivars are being selected to utilize the whole season, would 
delays in planting result in an inadequate number of growing degree units such that one would 
see significant yield decreases? While this question likely depends on location, cultivar, and 
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other factors, it has been investigated in at least one study. Seasonal variability in GDDs 
(growing degree days) was observed to have an impact on the relative risk of corn hybrid 
selections, specifically when requirements and availability of GDDs are close (Smit et al. 1997). 
Since seed selection is determined before the season a delay in planting could result in 
inadequate GDDs for the hybrid to reach its yield potential. The second question is that if winters 
and springs are getting wetter as evidence seems to indicate, is it possible that long-maturity 
cultivars pose an economic risk to agriculture in the Midwest? Finally, will climate change 
influence the risk of planting longer-maturity cultivars in the future?  Field work day models in 
conjunction with climate change models represent an elegant way to approach these questions. 
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 are left as food for thought, both show the rapid drop-off in field working 
day probability for DeKalb, Illinois with increasing soil moisture between the 120th and 140th 
day of the year. These dates represent height of the early season work, and coincide with planting 
dates for this field record and further illustrate the importance of soil moisture during the 
planting period.  
 
1.5.2 Weed Management in a Changing Climate 
As previously mentioned, field working days have been looked at in the context of weed 
management. Gunsolus (1999) puts forth the idea that risk analysis in weed management systems 
needs to not only think about efficacy of practices but also labor constraints on field workdays. 
This is a particularly important concept in the context of climate change.  It has been seen that 
weeds have a great capacity to benefit from projected rises in carbon dioxide levels and 
temperature (Hatfield et al. 2008). Hatfield et al. (2008) cite a few reasons for this. Among them 
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is the greater genetic diversity in weed populations being one reason why weeds may benefit 
more from climate change than the crops they compete with. Also taken into account is that most 
crops must compete with several different weed species, usually a mixture of C3 and C4 (Wolfe 
et al. 2007). These factors may give weed populations the upper hand in terms of adapting to 
climate change. The net result is that weed management labor requirements have a potential to 
increase as a result of climate change. Such an increase could include an increase on the 
importance of available field working days for weed management. Again, systems with greater 
labor requirements for management might expect to see a greater increase in such a risk. 
However, even conventional systems reliant on herbicides may suffer from an increase in weed 
competitiveness resulting from climate change. In addition to the growing concern from 
observations of glyphosate resistance in several economically impacting weed species (Powles 
2008), recent studies suggest that elevated carbon dioxide levels decrease the overall efficacy of 
glyphosate, especially in C3 weed species (Ziska et al. 1999, Ziska and Goins 2006). In order to 
achieve the same results in an atmosphere with elevated carbon dioxide levels, more glyphosate 
and more applications may be necessary. Since glyphosate represents a large proportion of the 
herbicide applications, these two effects could have a meaningful impact on overall weed 
management efficiency. The question arises as to how these changes might affect risk through 
imposing further labor requirements for both conventional and alternative weed management 
systems. Could field working day models be used to economically quantify these changes from a 
time management perspective?  
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1.6 Technical Methods 
 Central to the discussion of field working day models are the technical methods used. 
Estimation of FWDs requires mathematical models which must be capable of making judgment 
of soil workability. The inputs required for this decision making, such as soil moisture, need to 
be estimated using soil-water interaction models. The weather parameters needed for these 
models, precipitation and temperature most commonly, are often measured on coarser spatial 
scales than needed for the models. The climate models developed by meteorologists to predict 
climate change output at regional or global scales, further complicating any studies which aim to 
incorporate climate projections. Furthermore, the soil characteristics needed by soil moisture 
models are often measured on larger spatial scales than needed as well. These factors represent a 
common problem in many disciplines, namely the need for spatial downscaling of both model 
input and outputs. Most investigators of FWDs have had to deal with these issues in some way or 
another, but new methodologies represent future directions for researchers. 
 
1.6.1 Decision Making in FWD Models 
Decision making models in FWDs research has thus far been limited in their approaches. 
Decision making in FWD models have primarily been binary, meaning that either a workday is 
available or not. With a few notable exceptions (Oskoui 1988, Seeley 1995, Maton 2007), a 
single soil moisture threshold for the availability of a field work day has been assumed 
(Rounsevell 1993). Oskoui (1988) allowed for tillage and planting operations to be performed in 
overly wet years but imposed economic penalties for potential soil structure damage. Seeley 
(1995) invoked the “forced workday” where time constraints could impose field work despite 
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unfavorable soil moisture conditions. Maton (2007) used a single soil moisture threshold, but 
required that temperatures were suitable for maize seed germination, and risk of frost to be 
negligible. Some of the most recent studies have continued to estimate workdays using the single 
threshold method developed in the 80’s (de Toro and Hansson 2004, Rotz and Harrigan 2005). 
However, the advancement of statistical methods and soil moisture models in the past two 
decades presents an opportunity for new approaches of FWD estimation. 
 Seeley (1995) looked at FWD probabilities using moving averages. While there existed 
significant variability in the day-to-day probabilities of a FWD calculated through empirical 
records, the smoothed moving average probabilities gave a much clearer picture to the 
distribution of field working days. Besides giving more interpretable representation of the FWD 
probabilities throughout the season, the plot gives some hope that a parametric statistical model 
may adequately characterize the distribution of working days. Seeley (1995) observed a peak of 
FWDs around the historical planting date in Minnesota, and the smoothed probability plot 
demonstrated a parabolic shape. The same features have been observed in a recent work on a 
DeKalb, Illinois research farm record and are shown below.  
While linear regression techniques are not well suited to modeling probabilities, logistic 
regression methods are designed for such tasks (Agresti 2007). In general, the logistic model 
form is as below where Y is the dependent variable (in this case probability of a FWD), Xi’s are 
the independent variables used to predict the probability, and βi’s are the coefficients 
corresponding to increases in the odds of Y from one unit increases in the respective Xi’s. 
 = 11 + exp−
 + 
 +⋯+	
)) 
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Interestingly enough, FWDs models which use only a single soil moisture threshold for 
determining available workdays can be represented as a logistic model without an intercept term. 
By setting X to a variable equal to 1 if the soil moisture is below the threshold, and -1 otherwise, 
and constraining the corresponding β to ∞, the probability of FWD availability will be 1 if the 
soil moisture is under the threshold, and 0 otherwise. However, the logistic model representation 
also allows for the introduction of additional predictors, such as temperature, wind speed, and 
day of year to name a few.  In addition, logistic models are capable of estimating the magnitude 
of the effects for these factors. Using the logistic model, FWD availability could be characterized 
not only by soil moisture, but these other weather factors and possible interactions. Further, the 
introduction of the day of year variable could further improve the FWD models by incorporating 
the necessity of field work in a given part of the season. The consequence of this is that 
thresholds, such as the soil moisture threshold, could be better estimated empirically by 
decreasing “noise” caused by low field work necessity. In addition, the magnitude of effect of the 
soil moisture threshold would no longer be constrained to ∞, but rather could be estimated. 
Finally, this would also allow the introduction of multiple thresholds, such as one that would 
separate ideal from poor conditions, and one that would be an absolute threshold of workability. 
Given the availability of suitable field records for model calibration, these factors may make 
analysis using logistic regression models attractive for future FWD research. 
 Other advances in statistical machine learning offer novel methods for FWD 
investigations. Two decision tree methods, Categorical and Regression Tree (CART) and random 
forests, represent two prospective analysis methods in the context of field working days 
(Breiman et al. 1984, Breiman 2001). Both methods rely on the same basic procedure; 
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essentially the dependent variables are sequentially split into smaller groups such that the 
corresponding independent variable is best classified correctly. The difference lies in that the 
random tree method uses only random row and column subsets of the original data in the 
classification scheme, which is repeated thousands of times. Often, these results can be an 
improvement over traditional CART methods by reducing over-fitting (Breiman 2001). These 
data-driven methods represent a powerful tool in classification of field working days and since 
they can classify observations with any number of groups, could be used on records where forced 
workdays are recorded in addition to regular workdays. In the end, a multiple method approach 
should be advocated as a tool for validating conclusions drawn from future models. 
 
1.6.2 Linear and Risk Programming Models 
 An important aspect of decision making in FWD research is the use of mathematical 
programming models. Using outputs from the binary or probability-based FWD models, 
investigators have used linear programming to solve for optimal machine capacity under the 
constraints of field time and labor availability for different cropping systems. The basic 
mathematical programming model is as follows; where f(x) is some objective function, and g(x), 
h(x), and k(x) are functions representing constraints to the x variables. 
	, , … )	 
Such that 
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In the case that both the objective function and constraint functions are linear, meaning 
that x’s are only multiplied by some constant and added or subtracted together, then the program 
is said to be a linear program (Dantzig 1998). Using linear algebra theory, an optimal solution 
can always be found as long as one exists. 
In the FWD literature, the objective function is often to maximize profit by selection of 
optimal machinery size. Therefore, the constraints in the typical FWD linear programming model 
might be man-hours available, the number of field hours needed to perform a specific operation 
(such as planting), farm acres, the management system, and the number of working days 
available as determined by the FWD model (Pfeiffer and Peterson 1980, Apland 1993, de Toro 
and Hansson 2004, Rotz and Harrigan 2005, Srivasta et al. 2006). A final benefit of linear 
programming models is that marginal prices of the constraints can easily be found. These 
opportunity costs, known as “shadow prices” give information about the economic value that 
could be obtained by a 1 unit increase in a particular constraint. This property means that linear 
programming models can not only determine optimal working conditions, but can be used to 
determine the economic value of field working days. 
 
1.6.3 Statistical Downscaling and Spatial Estimation Methods 
 Investigators in a variety of disciplines are often tasked with making conclusions on small 
spatial scales given data with significantly larger scale. The process of reducing the spatial scale 
of inputs to draw conclusions at smaller scales is known as statistical downscaling (SD). As the 
name implies, the methods used are statistical in nature. A substantial number of methods have 
been created in order to reduce errors introduced by spatial downscaling, especially in climate 
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studies (Fowler et al. 2007). Downscaling is a key aspect of climate studies due to the use of 
global or regional climate model outputs, while most applications require localized information. 
Spatial estimation on the other hand is the use of statistical methods to estimate values at 
unknown locations. Estimation and downscaling are similar, and utilize many of the same 
methods. Spatial estimation is important in FWD research due to the fact that weather stations 
may not be available in the exact field location of interest.  
Guidelines for statistical downscaling released by the IPCC go over three basic categories 
of spatial downscaling used in climate studies; regression based approaches, weather generator 
approaches, and weather typing approaches (Wilby et al. 2004). For the sake of this review, only 
weather generator and regression approaches will be covered due to their ubiquity within the 
literature. The importance of precipitation in FWD modeling requires reliable ability to model 
rain events and will be highlighted among methods. 
The guidelines laid out by Wilby et al. (2004) are primarily for using statistical methods 
on the outputs of global circulation models. The most straightforward SD tools to implement in 
practice are regression methods, which include linear regression, artificial neural networks 
(ANNs), and multivariate analysis (Wilby et al. 2004). In general, ANNs would be a poor choice 
to use in FWD models. In comparison to other methods, ANNs have been shown to be poor at 
capturing precipitation, especially the persistence of wet and dry spells (Wilby and Wigley 1997, 
Wilby et al. 1998, Zorita and Von Storch 1999, Khan et al. 2006). Persistence is especially 
important in FWD models, since a string of wet days can have a profound impact on soil 
moisture, making the use of neural networks an inappropriate choice for the context. Multiple 
linear regression has been shown to predict temperatures reasonably well, but suffers from the 
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same problem as ANNs of poor precipitation prediction, with most of these errors occurring at 
estimation of extreme events (Fowler et al. 2007). Canonical correlation analysis, a multivariate 
analysis technique, has been shown to perform quite well when compared to other regression 
techniques, but can suffer from the same problems in extreme-event estimation (Huth 1999, 
Fowler et al. 2007). Generally speaking, regression based methods for SD are computational 
inexpensive and straightforward. However, the assumptions of data normality are limiting and 
are a strong influence the methods inability to represent extreme events. 
Since their inception, weather generators (WGs) have been used for agricultural research 
(Richardson 1985, Semenov 2006, Soltani and Hoogenboom 2007). If properly calibrated, 
weather generators stochastically simulate weather with characteristics statistically similar to real 
weather patterns (Semenov and Stratonovitch 2010). WGs allow for both spatial and temporal 
downscaling, making them particularly useful in climate research. This makes SD with weather 
generators an attractive alternative to the regression based methods which can have trouble with 
extreme events. Research has shown that proper site-specific calibration requires about 15 years 
of weather data for most WGs (Soltani 2003). WGs may be more appropriate for modeling 
precipitation due to their ability to capture persistence, as well as extreme events better than 
regression based methods. Persistence is captured using Markov chains. Markov chains use 
conditional probabilities to determine transitions from rainy days to dry days. In general, the 
formulation for a first-order Markov chain is shown in Figure 1.4, where columns must sum to 
probability of one. 
Many generators use first-order Markov chains as shown, meaning the probability of a 
day being wet or dry only depends on what happened the previous day. However, high-order 
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Markov chains (which incorporate more previous days) have been used to better capture 
persistence when necessary and are increasingly common in newer WGs (Wilby 1999). In 
addition to their ability to capture weather state persistence, WGs also benefit from not assuming 
normality of rain-fall. This allows WGs to use fatter tailed distributions such as the two-
parameter gamma in WGEN, skewed Pearson Type III in CLIGEN, and non-parametric 
estimation in LAR-WG to name a few (Semenov et al. 1998, Wilby 1999, Meyer et al. 2007). 
The use of these distributions has been shown to better capture extreme event precipitation, 
including those with up to a 50-year return period, reasonably well (Qian et al. 2008). Hartkamp 
et al. (2003) compared three different WGs and concluded that preliminary analysis should be 
used to compare potential weather generators at a given location before use, as no WG is clearly 
superior in all generating all weather parameters.  
Overall, the selection of SD method depends on several factors. The normality of the 
predictor variable remains a key aspect in deciding which SD method to use in practice. The 
ability to model extreme precipitation events gives weather generators an advantage over 
regression methods, but computational ease may make regression methods ideal for some 
situations. Increasingly, weather generators have begun to incorporate pre-programmed as well 
as user input climate change scenarios (Semenov and Stratonovitch 2010). These features offer 
an increased functionality, and with growing computing capacity weather generators seem to be 
the more powerful tool for FWD investigators in the future. 
Weather generators allow for both temporal and spatial downscaling. In this way, they can 
be used for spatial estimation when the scale of inputs are greater than those required as outputs. 
In contrast, spatial estimation is the process by which unobserved points are predicted given 
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surrounding points. Spatial estimation is an important procedure in FWD research because many 
times the study location does not directly report the weather parameters used in the models. 
Spatial estimation can also be effective in estimation soil characteristics, especially soil organic 
content (Schloeder et al. 2001). Generally, elevation has been shown to play a significant role in 
spatial estimation of rainfall (Goovaerts 2000). Several types of spatial estimation exist. Simple 
estimation methods, such as nearest neighbor Thiessen polygons which assign unknown values 
to the value of the nearest measured location, are less used in favor of more complicated 
procedures. The two types of estimation methods pervasive to the recent literature fall into 
distance-based methods, and regression-based methods.  
Regression-based methods include multiple linear regression, trend surfaces, and kriging. 
Distance-based methods include several different inverse distance weighted averages. Goovaerts 
(2000) found that ordinary kriging and multiple linear regression outperformed inverse distance 
and Thiessen polygons. On the other hand, Serbin (2009) found that inverse distance weighted 
precipitation worked reasonably well using cross-validation on both temperature and 
precipitation gages in Wisconsin. Daly (2006) suggests a preliminary cross-validation procedure 
should be used to assess the best spatial estimation method for any particular study. This 
approach is the most logical because the conflicting reports from comparative studies are 
ambiguous to the best estimation procedure.  
From the literature on both statistical downscaling and spatial estimation it is clear that no 
tool is best for all tasks. Instead of looking for the optimal all-purpose method, future 
investigations should attempt to understand both the capabilities and limitations of the 
approaches used.   
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1.7 Conclusions 
Climate change and other factors changing available field working days pose interesting 
challenges for farmers, crop scientists and agricultural engineers over the coming decades. This 
review has indicated that in locations where excess soil moisture already limits timely field 
operations, projected climate changes are likely to negatively impact planting dates and yields. 
We have also seen that delays in early season operations can have an additional effect on work 
days later in the season and to avoid understating risks researchers should acknowledge work 
type interactions, even when operations may not directly compete for field time, into their field 
work day models. Meaningful and accurate thresholds for soil workability along with accurate 
soil moisture models are also needed to improve field work day predictions. These requirements 
suggest that interdisciplinary efforts between soil scientists, weed scientists, crop physiologists, 
and agricultural engineers will be needed to properly construct and interpret future field working 
day models. 
The importance of field working day availability makes identifying the specific impacts 
of these changes especially important from an economic perspective. The spatial variability of 
both climate change and cropping systems complicates the identification of economic impacts. 
Field work day models have been put forward as a potential tool for investigating the risks 
associated with these complex changes. Future work should aim to provide a general enough 
framework for a variety of situations and locations, while allowing for precise analysis in finer 
scales. Such an approach will allow for better interpretations on the economic effects of climate 
change and farm management. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MITIGATING RISK OF WEATHER VARIABILITY TO AGRICULTURE 
THROUGH IMPROVED FIELD WORKABILITY PREDICTIONS 
 
Abstract 
 
Improved prediction of the days available for field work, field working days (FWDs), is 
an important consideration for adapting farming systems to increased weather variability. We 
developed modeling approaches to estimate robust soil moisture thresholds for FWDs. Model 1 
used historical field work and weather records from three crop research centers in a logistic 
regression model.  A soil moisture threshold of 1.10 times the plastic limit (1.10PL) was 
identified. Model 2 identified statewide soil moisture and temperature thresholds by optimizing 
the root mean square error of the predicted number of weekly statewide FWDs across a 52-year 
dataset. The resulting thresholds of either 0.88PL or 0.73FC and a mid-range temperature 
requirement of at least 6°C yielded statistically smaller absolute errors in most crop reporting 
districts and eliminated systematic over-prediction of previous thresholds. Immutable theoretical 
thresholds for FWDs can be sub-optimal due to consistent prediction bias. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Weather variation is a key determinant of which days are suitable for field work (FWD) 
in mechanized crop production systems (Apland 1993, de Toro and Hansson 2004, Rotz and 
Harrigan 2005). Growing evidence of global climate change means the ability to predict FWD 
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could become more important as a tool to guide agricultural adaptation to new and potentially 
more extreme weather conditions (IPCC 2007). Spatial variability inherent to climate change 
complicates drawing conclusions even between locations separated by fewer than 100 km 
(Cooper et al. 1997, Kucharik 2010).     
The core approach to FWD prediction has remained much the same since the introduction 
of soil moisture modeling to the topic in the 1970s (Link 1968, Kish and Privette 1974, Elliot et 
al. 1975). The IPCC (2007) has concluded the frequency of heavy precipitation events has likely 
increased in most areas of the planet. In the Midwest U.S., annual precipitation has increased 5% 
since 1960 and the amount of precipitation associated with the top 1% of daily events has 
increased 31% (Karl et al. 2009). Our goal of enhancing FWD prediction framed the central 
objective of this study: to develop and evaluate independent FWD estimation approaches based 
on statistical modeling of empirical management and environmental data. The methods differed 
in the spatial and temporal grain of the data. The first method was based on the analysis of long 
daily time series of field records from Midwest crop research centers, whereas the second 
method was based on weekly USDA FWD reports. 
 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Field Working Day Data 
Field records indicating which days work was performed from three University of Illinois 
crop research centers were compiled as model training data. Daily information derived from field 
records included: date and type of field operation performed on that date, and the soil series 
worked that day. The three locations were Shabbona (Northern Illinois Agronomy Research 
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Center, NIARC), Urbana (Crop Sciences Research and Education Center, CSREC), and Dixon 
Springs (Dixon Springs Agricultural Research Center, DSAC) (Figure 2.1). Field records were 
available for NIARC from 1966-2009, DSAC from 1976-2007, and CSREC from 2000-2008. 
Dominant soil series at each of the research farms were Flanagan silt loam (fine, smectitic, mesic 
Aquic Argiudolls) at NIARC and CSRES, and Grantsburg silt loam (Fine-silty, mixed, active, 
mesic Oxyaquic Fragiudalfs) at DSAC. Point measurements necessary for soil moisture 
modeling were obtained from the USDA National Conservation Service Soil Characterization 
Database at each location (National Cooperative Soil Survey 2012). 
The weekly statewide average number of days reported available for field work were 
obtained from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service (USDA-NASS 2012) Illinois 
crop progress and condition reports. These reports included the aggregated (ie. which days were 
actually workable are not specified) weekly average number of days available for field work for 
the entire state of Illinois since 1959.  Each of the state’s nine crop reporting districts reported its 
own weekly average number of field working days starting in 1980. The statewide FWDs were 
calculated as the average of FWDs of each district.  
 
2.2.2 Daily Weather Data 
Daily temperature and precipitation time series corresponding to field record intervals 
were obtained directly from the crop research centers. For statewide soil moisture reconstruction, 
necessary weather parameters were obtained from the United States Department of Commerce’s 
National Climatic Data Center (National Climatic Data Center 2012). Selected stations generally 
contained fewer than 5% missing days out of the total and as many continuous years as possible 
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between 1959 and 2010. Any missing values were imputed using the following criteria: 
persistence of minimum and maximum temperature from the previous day, and no precipitation. 
In other words, a day with missing precipitation data was assumed to have no rain and the same 
temperatures as the previous day. Estimates of modeled soil moisture based on these criteria 
could be seen as a conservative, due to the handling of missing precipitation data.  
 
2.2.3 Soil Information 
Soil properties used for estimating plastic limit (PL) and field capacity (FC), as well as 
the inputs necessary for calculating daily soil moisture, were obtained from the USDA National 
Conservation Service Soil Characterization Database (National Cooperative Soil Survey 2012). 
Parameters for each soil included textural content percentages of clay (C), sand (S), and silt, and 
percentage of organic matter (OM).The field capacity of each soil was estimated using the 33kPa 
equation [2.1] (Saxton and Rawls 2006). The PL of each soil was estimated based on equation 
[2.1] (Keller and Dexter 2012). 
 
!" = 	# + $1.283#) − 0.374#) − 0.015- [2.1] 
# = −0.251.) + 0.195") + 0.0110) + 0.006.	 × 0) − 0.027" × 0)	
																				+0.452. × ") + 0.299 
 
34 = 	14.221.65) + 0.0050.001)") + 3.630.790)0) − 0.0480.017)" × 0)  
[2.2] 
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2.2.4 Soil Moisture Estimation 
A version of the Soil Temperature and Moisture Model (STM2), modified to perform 
large batch runs, was used to estimate the 10 cm-depth daily soil moisture at each location and 
for each soil type (Spokas and Forcella 2009). This soil moisture model was chosen due to its 
reliable output and low input requirements for both soil properties and weather, which included 
daily precipitation, minimum and maximum temperature, soil textural qualities and organic 
matter content. Location, elevation, a general climate classification, and estimated average wind 
speeds also were specified.   
 
2.2.5 Statewide Soil Moisture Reconstruction  
To recover the daily field workability information contained in the USDA-NASS crop 
progress reports, daily soil moisture conditions across the state were reconstructed in two steps. 
First, the Laboratory Pedon Data Map available through the National Cooperative Soil 
Characterization Database (National Cooperative Soil Survey 2012) was utilized to visually 
identify soils representative of agricultural fields within a few kilometers of each weather station. 
This procedure associated a few agricultural fields with corresponding weather time series that 
would contain precipitation events ranging in size from local to synoptic scale storms that would 
have influenced soil moisture.  The number of soils associated with each weather station ranged 
from one to three and was limited by data availability (in both soil measurements and distance to 
weather observations). While the number of soils used in this approach cannot capture the full 
extent of spatial variability inherent in all soils, this simplification was necessary due to restraints 
on computation time. Finally, the daily weather time series and soil properties were input to 
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STM2 to reconstruct the statewide daily soil moisture conditions at each location from 1959-
2010.  
 
2.2.6 Model 1 (M1): Logistic Regression Field Workability Threshold 
Logistic regression (Agresti 2007) was used to analyze field records from the three crop 
research centers for the binary response ‘work’ (whether or not field work was observed on each 
day between day of year 90 and 180, from April through June). Other information collected or 
derived included estimated daily soil moisture, estimated PL, day of week, year, day of year, 
number of previous workdays observed in the same season, GDD, and type of field operation 
performed (tillage, planting, spraying, or fertilizing).  
One disadvantage of transforming soil moisture into a discrete variable (i.e. 1 if over a 
specified threshold else 0) is that logistic regression cannot directly estimate a threshold. Only 
the change in odds of a workday already given a threshold can be inferred from the model. To 
solve this problem a novel iterative procedure was used to identify a threshold in the likelihood 
framework. An arbitrarily small initial threshold was chosen and daily soil moisture was turned 
into a binary variable to be used as a predictor of whether or not a day was a work day. The 
logistic model included previously mentioned terms as well as higher order transformations, 
when necessary. In each iteration, a stepwise procedure was performed to find an optimal sub-
model based on AIC. The procedure was repeated with the threshold used to discretize the soil 
moisture increased by small increments each time. The threshold for each location was then 
chosen by finding which threshold was included in the model that produced the globally best  
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AIC value. The final threshold was determined as a weighted mean of the three sites’ individual 
thresholds with weights equal to the number of FWDs observed. 
 
2.2.7 Model 2 (M2): Best Statewide Workability Threshold 
Field workability thresholds were determined at the statewide scale, using the statewide 
soil moisture reconstruction from 1959-2010 and the associated statewide weekly reported 
FWDs. While the data used was specific to Illinois, the model can be generalized to work on any 
spatial scale and location. Furthermore, the data used are freely available in crop progress and 
conditions reports for most of the United States on the statewide and state crop reporting district 
levels. To find the best thresholds (standardized by either PL or FC), an iterative optimization 
procedure was performed. An initial threshold was assumed so that each soil moisture time series 
was expressed as a series of 0 or 1 values corresponding to no workability being predicted or a 
workable day predicted, respectively. Statewide FWDs were predicted as the average of weekly 
number of FWDs predicted among all crop reporting districts, emulating the calculations in the 
NASS reports. Average number of FWDs for each district was calculated as the average 
predicted number of FWDs among weather stations. The FWDs associated with each weather 
station were calculated as the average number of FWDs predicted among all the soils (fields) 
corresponding to that station. This ensured no single weather time series had greater influence 
than any other within a district, regardless of the number of soil measurements available for that 
station.  
The root mean squared error (RMSE) of predicted number of weekly FWDs compared to 
the reported FWDs was calculated at each step. The procedure was repeated, incrementing the 
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threshold in terms of FC or PL by 0.01 in each step (Figure 2.2). The resulting relationship 
between RMSE and the threshold was both smooth and convex, achieving a clear minimization 
of RMSE. Given the optimal soil moisture threshold a similar iterative procedure determined a 
temperature threshold in terms of the average of the minimum and maximum daily temperature 
(the mid-range) which further reduced the RMSE. Mathematically this prediction can be 
represented as equation [2.3], where θ(t) is the scaled soil moisture at day t, λ(t) is the mid-range 
temperature at day t, and Φ(t) is 1 if day t is predicted workable. 
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[2.3] 
 
2.2.8 Model Verification  
Six threshold models were compared using the statewide soil moisture reconstruction. 
These included: 0.90FC, 1.00FC, and 1.00PL (representing thresholds previously used in 
application studies), a 1.10PL obtained by M1, and two optimal statewide thresholds derived 
from M2 with soil moisture standardized by either FC or PL. The USDA-NASS reports allow for 
predictions to be verified over each of the nine crop reporting districts in the state in addition to 
the statewide average. The predictive performance of each threshold was measured using the 
same statewide soil moisture reconstruction over the entire period of the records. Differences in 
FWD prediction are introduced only by the different soil moisture thresholds for workability and 
the introduction of a temperature threshold for the two M2 models. The two metrics for verifying 
FWD predictions from each threshold were root mean squared error and the bias (average 
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deviation of prediction) from the USDA-NASS reported weekly number of FWDs. The RMSE is 
a measure of the overall goodness of fit while the average deviation is an indicator of systematic 
bias in the predictions.  
The logistic regression FWD model also contains another set of model validation built 
into the model construction.  In particular, AIC as a penalized maximum likelihood approach 
attempts to select the model which best approximates the infinite dimensionality of the 
underlying true model (Burnham and Anderson 2002). This was an appropriate model validation 
criteria in this study where the “true” model in the farm records is likely unattainable. The use of 
AIC is therefore similar to a preliminary model validation. 
 
2.3 Results 
The USDA-NASS weekly FWD reports give a comprehensive assessment of statewide 
soil moisture conditions between 1959 and 2010. A total of 50 weather stations met the data 
quality requirements to be included in the statewide soil moisture reconstruction (Figure 2.1). 
The locations display extensive latitudinal and longitudinal coverage across Illinois. Farm 
records used in the logistic regression approach give a latitudinal gradient capable of 
representing northern, southern, and central Illinois. The overall scope of the data assembled is 
extensive in both time and space. Six hundred ninety-five weeks of state average FWDs are 
reported and four hundred twenty weeks of reported FWDs for each of the nine crop reporting 
districts form the validation data set.  The logistic regression threshold is based on 76 site-years 
of field records. The statewide soil moisture reconstruction incorporates 97 different fields 
(soil/weather combinations), which offer 5,499 different year-long soil moisture time series. 
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A strong bias in weekly statewide FWD prediction was observed when using the 0.90FC, 
1.00FC, 1.10PL (M1), and 1.00PL thresholds (Figure 2.3). Furthermore, biases occurred in the 
same sign across all crop reporting districts, indicating systematic biases. The positive bias for 
the 0.90FC, 1.00FC, 1.10PL, and 1.00PL thresholds indicated over-estimation of available field 
working days week by week. Model 1 does a poor job of identifying an accurate threshold for 
FWD availability.  
The M2 thresholds requiring soil moisture below 0.88PL or 0.73FC and a mid-range 
temperature of at least 6°C eliminated prediction biases on the statewide level (Figure 2.3). On 
the crop reporting district level, predictions based on M2 thresholds had some biases, but biases 
were generally low in magnitude across all districts and varied in sign. Some spatial pattern in 
prediction biases were observed, with a tendency towards under-prediction in the northern (NW 
and NE districts) portion of the state by about half a day per week (Table 2.1). 
Statistical comparisons of thresholds were limited to the 1.00PL and M2 thresholds due 
to their clear superiority over other thresholds (Table 2.2). While RMSE and bias are appropriate 
measures to summarize the overall predictive performance of each threshold, they do not allow 
for statistical testing. To attach statistical significance to the improvement in prediction, absolute 
prediction errors were compared using pairwise t-tests. Both optimized thresholds achieved 
statistically smaller absolute errors (corresponding to improved prediction) in at least seven of 
the nine crop reporting districts when compared to 1.00PL predictions (Table 2.2). Improvement 
in predictive performances averaged around 0.5 FWD per week which can be attributed to 
elimination of systematic prediction biases. The 1.00PL threshold does perform well in the 
Southeast crop reporting district but it appears to be the exception and not the rule. The 
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improvement of optimized thresholds over the 0.90FC, 1.00FC, and M1 thresholds was even 
greater. For instance, errors in prediction were reduced by over 1 FWD per week using optimized 
thresholds (Table 2.1).  
 
2.4 Discussion 
Evaluation of model performance in this study cautions against using established FWD 
thresholds without proper validation. Several factors complicate the reliability of these 
thresholds, including management decisions that affect soil moisture (i.e. tillage), the model used 
to simulate soil moisture, and the depth where soil moisture is measured. It is important to 
account for these differences for reliable risk assessments which can depend on location and 
scale. This is especially true when projecting into the future, where a changed climate would 
invalidate retrospective studies of empirical FWD probabilities. As a solution to these 
complications, we investigated two new methods for obtaining a field workability threshold 
using empirical data sources that made few assumptions.  
Model 1 used logistic regression on field records from three crop research centers located 
in Illinois for a combined 76 site-years. The soil moisture threshold resulting from M1 had poor 
predictive performance and serves to highlight the difficulty of using observational field records 
to build field workability models. There are several reasons to expect inaccuracies from 
workability thresholds derived from field records. Seeley (1995) points out that the precise 
timing required for some research projects result in “forced workdays”, i.e. a day when soil is 
worked when it would usually be considered too wet. Secondly, days in which soils could be 
worked, but were not because no work was required, can account for a significant portion of the 
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data. A final complication to prediction arises from precipitation events occurring on the 
boundaries between days (Rounsevell 1993). The net result is a day which may be classified as 
unworkable based on a soil moisture threshold, despite work being performed before rain 
occurred. These three phenomena are major sources of noise and complicate the identification of 
a threshold using field records. 
Model 2 eliminates or controls the first two types of errors by training on data which 
reports FWDs regardless of whether or not they are used. In addition, M2 uses a larger amount of 
data making it more robust to the influence of the third type of error. The training data is specific 
to Illinois, but the model is generally applicable to different spatial scales and locations. For 
Illinois statewide FWDs using the STM2 soil moisture model at 10 cm depth, M2 identified 
workability thresholds of 0.88PL and 0.73FC, with an additional requirement of the mid-range 
daily temperature being at least 6°C. These thresholds are quite close to the optimal soil moisture 
for tillage (0.90PL) identified in (Mueller et al. 2003). This strengthens the conclusions reached 
by M2 and the validity of the method. It also demonstrates that farmers are classifying workable 
days closely to optimal workability for tillage at the statewide scale. Figure 2.4 shows a slight 
trend to M2 prediction error, but also indicates that the optimized threshold remains reasonably 
accurate for other operations since the average magnitude of this bias is relatively small. The 
recognition of temperature as a limiting factor in field workability in addition to soil moisture 
was particularly important in improving April FWD prediction, with absolute prediction error 
reduced by including the temperature consideration in the M2 0.88PL threshold by as many as 9 
days in some seasons (Figure 2.5). 
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In comparison, previously used thresholds of 0.90-1.00FC led to excessive over-
prediction of FWDs at multiple spatial scales. Similarly, a 1.00PL threshold also tended to over-
predict the availability of FWDs (Table 2.1). The errors resulting from over-prediction are 
especially prominent in April and May. On average, the 1.00PL threshold falsely predicts an 
additional 10 FWDs which translates to a 33% over-estimation from the number of reported 
FWDs from April through May.  
The primary utility of FWD prediction models is in risk assessment models. These 
models examine the relationship between management timing and factors such as changing 
climate, machinery selection, or simply year-to-year weather variability. An unbiased model is 
required to appropriately quantify these risks. Accurate estimation of FWDs in April and May is 
especially important because FWDs during this time are associated with planting operations. 
Planting date is an important yield-influencing factor for both soybean and maize, where losses 
are incurred when planting outside optimal time windows (Lauer 2009). In particular, the optimal 
maize planting date for much of Illinois occurs in the middle of April (around April 11-20th). 
Based on field studies conducted in Illinois, planting completed two weeks later (around May 1st) 
than the optimal window resulted in an approximately 5% decrease in yield with an additional 
0.06 Mg/ha (~1 bu/acre) decrease per additional day of delayed planting past May 1st (Nafziger 
2008). Furthermore, the yield loss per day accelerates as planting is further delayed (Lauer 
2009). While over-prediction of FWDs in most years would not affect the modeled planting date 
with respect to this window, it could for more extreme years. At the statewide level, for weeks 
when more than 30% of the maize area was planted there was an average of 7.7% of that area 
planted per workable days observed. In other words, even the modest contributions of the 
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temperature threshold to M2 predictive power (Figure 2.5) could account for a considerable 
percentage of the area planted in extremely wet years. 
Reducing bias in FWD predictions can contribute to risk management in field crop 
production. In wet or cold seasons, erroneously predicted FWDs could appreciably affect 
modeled yield by pushing planting operations outside of the optimal yield window. In such cases, 
bias in FWD estimation would understate economic risks. Validation using multi-site and long-
term data sources will be a required step for accurate future assessments of climate change 
impacts on field workability. In order to provide a more accurate, unbiased assessment of the 
implications of climate change on crop production, researchers need to carefully consider the 
threshold for field workability. These thresholds should be determined using the same soil 
moisture model, locations, and spatial scale as the future projections to avoid introducing 
prediction bias. Prediction optimization based on observed FWDs represents a way of obtaining 
robust and accurate thresholds which eliminate systematic prediction bias. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SPATIALLY HETEROGENEOUS RISK FORECASTS FOR MAIZE PRODUCTION 
SYSTEMS MAY COMPLICATE CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION AND 
ADAPTATION EFFORTS IN THE NORTHERN U.S. 
 
Abstract 
 
 Risks introduced by weather variability are key considerations in agricultural production. 
The sensitivity of agriculture to weather variability is of special concern in the face of climate 
change. In particular, the availability of workable days is an important consideration in 
agricultural practices which is primarily driven by temperature and precipitation, both of which 
may be altered by climate change. We investigated changes in season length, spring field 
workability, and summer drought risk within the state of Illinois under three different SRES 
scenarios (B1, A1B, and A2), at both the mid-century and end of century, down to the crop 
district scale. Across all scenarios and districts, thermal time units increased substantially in 
parallel with a longer frost-free season. The magnitude of these changes followed the ranks of 
temperature changes among the scenarios. A small increase in late March and Early April field 
workability was consistent across districts and scenarios, but a decline in overall April through 
May workable days was observed for many cases. In addition, drought frequency and severity 
during the summer was projected to increase over much of the state for most scenarios. One 
exception was the least intense B1 scenario, which showed a few districts with a reduced drought 
risk. Among many of the districts projected to experience increased drought risk, field 
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workability is also projected to decrease which may interfere with adaptation measures requiring 
changes to management timing. These results highlight the spatial variability in climate change 
at small scales and the unique challenges this presents to mitigation and adaptation efforts.  
 
3.1 Introduction 
 Agriculture faces considerable challenges over the next century. In addition to the already 
competing challenges of feeding a growing global population and increasing environmental 
sustainability (Foley et al. 2011), global climate change stands to further complicate future 
agricultural production and management decisions. Net socio-economic effect of climate change 
on agriculture will differ from region to region including both positive and negative net effects 
(Fischer et al. 2005). Globally, climate change is projected to have a negative impact on global 
food security, with much of this burden falling on developing nations and the poor in developed 
nations (Schmidhuber and Tubiello 2007). Spatial variability of climate change makes broad 
conclusions of its effects on agriculture difficult and broadly applicable adaptation strategies 
challenging.  
 Smit and Skinner (2002) identified four types of agricultural adaptation strategies to 
climate change: technological advances, government policy and insurance, farm production 
practices, and farm financial management. Strategies falling into these categories may overlap 
and interact.  For example, farm financial management adaptations may include insurance 
policies, and changes in farm production practices can be driven by the availability of new 
technologies. Technological level (and hence adaptive capability) of a region may be even more 
important than the relative change in climate in determining the agricultural impacts (Brown and 
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Funk 2008). Technological innovation has historically played an important role in reducing some 
of the risks of weather variability to agriculture (Smithers and Blay-Palmer 2001). However, 
weather variability is still a key factor driving risks in agriculture. This has been made clear by 
modeling studies showing the economic benefit that long-range weather forecasts would have on 
agricultural decision making (Jones et al. 2000, Meinke and Stone 2005). The fact that 
technological advances have not solved the risks associated with weather variability implies 
adaptations to climate change will require a more integrated approach. Howden et al. (2007) 
argue an integrated approach needs to include both adaptation by the production system and 
socio-economic adaptations in market risk taking and policy. 
 The available days suitable for agricultural operations each growing season, or field 
working days (FWDs), is an example of how weather variability affects risks in agriculture. 
These risks have economic significance and are often mitigated through a combination of 
management timing and machinery size selection (Apland 1993, de Toro and Hansson 2004, 
Rotz and Harrigan 2005). The availability of FWDs is primarily driven by soil moisture, where 
soil moisture over a certain threshold is deemed too wet to work (Earl 1997). Different soils are 
assumed to be have the same threshold for workability if the volumetric soil moisture is 
measured as a percentage of either the field capacity (FC) or plastic limit (PL) of the soil 
(Rounsevell 1993). For example, Mueller et al. (2003) concluded that the theoretical optimal soil 
moisture threshold for tillage was 90% of the PL of a soil.  
 Studies looking at the implications of climate change on the U.S. Midwest from the 
agricultural perspective draw several consistent conclusions. The growing season across different 
scenarios is projected to increase in both the accumulation of thermal time units (GDDs) and 
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length determined by frost dates (Southworth et al. 2000, Winkler et al. 2002, Wuebbles and 
Hayhoe 2004). Spring precipitation is projected to increase resulting in greater soil moisture in 
the early season, while increased evapotranspiration will decrease soil moisture during the 
summer (Izaurralde et al. 2003, Cherkauer and Sinha 2010, Hayhoe et al. 2010, Mishra et al. 
2010, Wuebbles et al. 2010). These projections have implications for agricultural production, 
where a wetter spring may make timely spring planting operations difficult and drier summers 
indicate an increased tendency towards drought conditions (Sheffield and Wood 2008, Mishra et 
al. 2010) . Few recent studies explicitly model changes in field workability resulting from 
climate change (Cooper et al. 1997, Olesen and Bindi 2002, Trnka et al. 2011), and none to our 
knowledge do so for the northern U.S. corn belt. 
 There were two primary objectives of this study: (1) to determine the effects of projected 
climate change scenarios on field workability in the state of Illinois and (2) discuss how these 
changes may interact with projected changes in season length and water availability to influence 
risks caused by weather variability. These changes were examined at both the state and crop 
district spatial scale, allowing for a clear summarization as well finer a resolution capable of 
highlighting the spatial variability associated with climate change impacts. 
 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Field Workability Data 
 Historical data on the weekly number of FWDs for Illinois were reported by the USDA 
National Agricultural Statistics Service (USDA-NASS 2012) at both the statewide average and 
crop district scales. The reports do not specify which days were workable, but the aggregate 
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number of FWDs that were available in seven day periods, with reports providing information 
from early April through June.  The reports contain information at the state average scale from 
1959 to 2010, and crop district scale starting in 1980. Statewide FWDs are calculated as the 
average of the nine crop districts. The statewide average workability probability in Figure 3.1 
was naively calculated by assigning the weekly number of FWDs reported to each day in that 
period uniformly.  
 
3.2.2 Daily Weather Data 
 Daily weather time series containing precipitation, minimum, and maximum temperature 
provided by the Cooperative Observer Network were retrieved from the National Climatic Data 
Center (National Climatic Data Center 2012). A total of 50 weather stations from across the state 
of Illinois were selected based on data completeness. Missing data was filled in using persistence 
of the previous day’s temperatures and assuming no precipitation. Years with excessive gap 
filling were removed from the analysis. A secondary criterion was to select stations with as 
continuous as possible records over the 1959-2010 period. The spatial coverage of these stations 
spans both the latitudinal and longitudinal extent of Illinois. The number of stations contained 
within each crop district ranged from three in the East district to eight in the East Southeast 
district. 
 Weather time series were also simulated using the weather generator (Section 3.2.4) 
LARS-WG (Semenov 2006). For the analysis used to train LARS-WG, one station was selected 
from each crop district as a representative of the conditions for that district. The LARS-WG 
training period selected extended from 1960 to 2000 with the exception of the Northeast and 
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Central districts starting in 1967 and 1978 respectively. Field workability is driven by 
precipitation, so the station chosen to represent each district was the one with daily precipitation 
most like all the others. This was accomplished by choosing the station with the lowest average 
pairwise squared difference in daily precipitation values from all other stations in that district. 
 
3.2.3 Soil Information 
 Soil texture and organic matter content measurements were obtained from the USDA 
National Conservation Service Soil Characterization Database (National Cooperative Soil 
Survey 2012). These parameters were necessary to run the soil moisture model and estimate the 
PL of each soil using equation [2.2] (Keller and Dexter 2012). Details for the selection of soils 
are described in section 3.2.5. 
 
3.2.4 LARS-WG 
Stochastic weather generators are models capable of analyzing historical weather time 
series and simulating new and independent weather time series which is statistically similar to 
the training (baseline) period (Semenov and Stratonovitch 2010). This computationally 
inexpensive procedure allows for the creation of realistic simulated weather time-series which 
can be used to explore risks introduced by less frequent events.  
 LARS-WG (version 5.0) was the stochastic weather generator used in this study because 
it is well suited and easy to use for agricultural risk assessments (Semenov 2006). By default, 
LARS-WG can only generate single-site time series and does not include an option to generate 
spatially autocorrelated time series. In addition to being a stochastic weather generator, LARS-
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WG contains a statistical downscaling component to allow for site-specific climate change 
projections based on one of 14 global circulation models (GCM) used in the IPCC AR4 
assessment (IPCC 2007). The GCM used in this study was the Community Climate Model 
Version 3 (CCSM3) developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research since it was 
among the highest resolution and newest available GCMs (Collins et al. 2006). The procedures 
of LARS-WG are thoroughly explained in the version 3 user manual (Semenov and Barrow 
2002).  
 CCSM3 projections for two different time periods (2046-2065 and 2080-2099) and three 
different IPCC emissions scenarios B1, A1B, and A2 were used (Nakicenvoic et al. 2000). These 
scenarios are driven by socio-economic projections which differ in land-use changes, the energy 
technologies used, global population, and regional differences in economic growth. The A1B and 
B1 scenarios are characterized by rising global populations reaching a peak by mid-century and 
greater income equality among regions. These two scenarios differ in the choice of energy 
technologies, with B1 projecting global adoption of resource efficient and non-fossil fuel energy 
with the smallest temperature change and A1B balanced among fossil fuels and alternative 
energy sources. The A2 scenario has a continuously increasing global population with 
heterogeneous economic development leading to the continuity of differences in GDP per capita 
between regions resulting in the highest projected temperatures by end of century out of the three 
scenarios.  
For each region, scenario, and time period (including the baseline period), 1000 years of 
simulated weather was generated. Due to computation time, only 100 years per region, time 
horizon, and scenario were randomly selected and run through the soil moisture model to be used 
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in FWD predictions. LARS-WG also offers goodness-of-fit diagnostics (93 different statistical 
tests per location) for the simulation of weather over the training period. 
 
3.2.5 Soil Moisture Estimation 
 The Soil Temperature and Moisture Model (STM2), was used to estimate the 10 cm-depth 
daily soil moisture throughout the study (Spokas and Forcella 2009). A modified version of the 
model allowed for automated batch runs. The output from STM2 has previously proved reliable 
for modeling FWDs (Ch. 2), and has low input requirements which include; daily minimum and 
maximum temperatures, precipitation, soil texture, organic matter content and location.   
 Daily soil moisture conditions across the state were reconstructed over the historical 
period of 1959-2010. First, the National Cooperative Soil Survey hosted in the National 
Cooperative Soil Characterization Database (National Cooperative Soil Survey 2012) was used 
to identify soils representative of agricultural fields within a few kilometers of each weather 
station. Limited by availability of samples reporting the required parameters for STM2, 97 soils 
were identified. The daily weather time series were run through STM2 with each of their 
associated soils to reconstruct daily soil moisture conditions at each location and the one to three 
different soils associated with each location. 
  In the case of the LARS-WG output for the climate change scenarios, there is only one 
station per each crop district (a total of nine). The weather stations not included are assumed to 
have the same weather as the representative station from their corresponding district. This is a 
simplification which underestimates the spatial variability within a crop district but allows for all 
97 soils to be used despite the lack of spatially coherent generation in LARS-WG.  
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3.2.6 Optimized Field Workability Model 
 A day was predicted workable only if scaled soil moisture was below a certain threshold 
θ(t) and the average temperature was above a different threshold λ(T). Mathematically this can 
be represented by equation [2.3]. The number of FWDs predicted within each district was 
computed as the average number of FWDs predicted at each weather station in that district. 
Weather station scale FWDs were predicted as the average number of FWDs predicted for each 
of the soils associated with that station. An optimization procedure was used to identify the field 
workability threshold in terms of PL. The basic procedure used the reconstructed soil moisture to 
predict the crop district level weekly number of FWDs between 1980 and 2010. Different soil 
moisture and temperature thresholds were iterated across to minimize the prediction error of the 
USDA-NASS reported FWDs.  
 The procedure was further improved to eliminate trends in the prediction error over day 
of year, which was characterized by a slight over-prediction of workable days in April and under-
prediction in May. These trends were eliminated by splitting the training data into two time 
periods to create a trending threshold for workability. Period one included weekly reports issued 
before day of year (DOY) 105, and period two included reports between DOY 105 and 150. The 
resulting optimal soil moisture and temperature thresholds for the two periods were connected 
with a simple trend line fit from DOY 105 to 150 and extrapolated past these points (Figures 3.2 
& 3.3). Extrapolation of temperatures thresholds were constrained to be within 0°C and 10°C 
(Figure 3.3).  
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3.2.7 Optimized Field Workability Model 
 Data management and analysis was performed in the R software (R Development Core 
Team 2011). The SPEI package (Beguería and Vicente-Serrano 2012) was used for calculations 
of monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET) based on the Thornthwaite equation 
(Thornthwaite 1948). The Thornthwaite equation is among the simplest models for PET as it 
only requires temperature and latitude which makes it a common choice when more detailed 
information isn’t available (Grundstein 2009). This allowed for the calculation of PET even with 
the limited output available from LARS-WG. The Thornthwaite method has also previously 
displayed reliable prediction and agreement with other more complex methods over the United 
States (Hulme et al. 1992, Mintz and Walker 1993). 
 The drought measure used in this study is the monthly precipitation minus the potential 
evapotranspiration (water balance). This monthly measure is linearly interpolated in Figure 3.4 
and drawn as an accumulation over each year. Months where the cumulative water balance goes 
below zero are considered to be in deficit. For the drought risk in Figure 3.5, only the months of 
May through August are considered and the risk is calculated as equation [3.1] with n=1,000 for 
every region, scenario, and time period. 
 
G8;	0AA; = #	IJKLM	N	OPQNRNK)STUVWXYZ#	IJKLM	N	OPQNRNK)[W\U]YVU      [3.1] 
 
3.3 Results 
The LARS-WG diagnostics indicated that nearly all of the simulated weather 
characteristics have similar distributions to the training data. A few significant differences were 
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detected between training period and simulated weather characteristics in the simulated heat 
waves, defined as runs of days with temperatures over 30°C, particularly in spring. These p-
values could change in significance based on the random seed of the generated weather. This 
indicates discrepancies in the distribution of simulated and observed heat waves may be partly 
caused by randomness in the simulated weather and that this feature is difficult to simulate well. 
The output from LARS-WG was further validated by comparing historical FWD probabilities 
from USDA-NASS reports to those simulated in the baseline period by LARS-WG. LARS-WG 
and the optimized field workability model perform exceptionally well (R2=0.95) at reproducing 
the historical statewide average field workability probability (Figure 3.1). Validating on the crop 
district level, the procedure performed well in five of the nine districts and but has some biases in 
the remaining four (Figure 3.6). These four districts (Central, East, East Southeast, and West 
Southwest) are clustered in the middle of the state which might imply that there was a spatial 
autocorrelation to the errors. One explanation is that the spatial variability of weather patterns in 
this region may be poorly represented due to the single-site generation scheme. Another possible 
explanation is that the 1980-2010 reported FWDs may have experienced weather that differed 
from the 1960-2000 period that LARS-WG was trained with for these regions. Stochasticity in 
the weather generation (n=100) may also contribute to differences. While these four districts do 
contain some biases, the biases are relatively small (<10% per day on average), vary in sign, and 
occur at different points in the season which indicate that any errors are not systematic issues 
introduced by the modeling approach.  
The ability of the simulated weather to reproduce the historical statewide probability of 
FWDs confers some confidence in the validity of the projections. Even so, projections for field 
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workability (Figure 3.7) and water balance (Figure 3.4) should be taken in context of relative 
change from the baseline period. Since the modeling approach is the same for the baseline and 
projected emissions scenario simulations, relative comparisons control any systematic 
uncertainties or biases that may be present as a result of assumptions. 
 
3.3.1 Mid-Century (2040-2065) 
 The combination of earlier last spring frosts (minimum daily temperatures < 0°C) and 
later first fall frosts are projected to add 20-30 additional days to the length of the growing 
season (Figure 3.4). A combination of this longer season and rising daily temperatures 
correspond to an increase in growing degree days. Averaged over the state, these increases range 
from an additional 350 GDDs Celsius under B1 to an additional 600 GDDs under A2. These 
projections are similar to previous results for the U.S. Midwest even when different GCMs were 
used in the downscaling process (Winkler et al. 2002, Wuebbles and Hayhoe 2004). 
 Under the B1 emissions scenario, state average field workability is expected to 
experience a small increase in late March workability but otherwise remain similar to historical 
levels (Figure 3.7). Small decreases in the average number of April through May FWDs are 
expected for the southern most districts and the Northeast district (Figure 3.5). Under the A1B 
scenario, state average field workability from May through June remains similar to historic 
probabilities but considerably higher probabilities are forecasted in late March and April (Figure 
3.7). This increase is especially prevalent in the Northwest district with an additional 6 April-
May FWDs projected on average. Conversely, the simulated probability of workable days under 
the A2 scenario is projected to be about 10% lower between the last two weeks of April and first 
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two weeks of May. This decrease owes to the sharp decrease in average April and May FWDs 
forecasted for the districts in the southern half of Illinois (Figure 3.5). 
 Modest increases in the state average probability and severity of a water balance deficit in 
late summer are observed, with the smallest increases projected for B1 and the greatest for A2 
scenario (Figure 3.4). At the district level the pattern is similar, except under B1where districts 
on the eastern half of the state appear to be transitioning to the smaller deficit risk projected by 
end of the century (Appendix Figures A1-A9). Among all the scenarios the West, West 
Southwest, and Southwest districts consistently show increased odds of deficit risk 
(approximately 4:3) compared to the baseline.  
 
3.3.2 End of Century (2080-2099) 
 By the end of century, different climate scenarios diverge considerably in their 
projections. Under the less intense scenarios of B1 and A1B, only 50-100 GDDs are added to the 
state average from the Mid-Century (Figure 3.4).  The frost dates for these two scenarios add less 
than an additional week to the season. Under A2, the earlier last spring frost is responsible for 
most of the 1-2 week increase in the length of the season, corresponding to a 300 GDD increase 
from the mid-century value. Compared to the baseline period, these changes represent a 3-8 
week increase in season length and 500-900 additional GDDs depending on the scenario.  
 State average field workability projections show increases under A1B and A2 for late 
March and early April compared to baseline (Figure 3.7). Across the state and under all 
scenarios, the number of FWDs available in April and May either remains similar to the baseline 
period or decreases. For B1 and A1B, decreases in the number of April to May FWDs are 
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expected across much of the state. Under A2, the average number of April to May FWDs shows 
a sharp decrease in the West Southwest district and a small decrease in the West district, but little 
change elsewhere. 
 The state average water balance shows small increases in deficits for B1 and A1B 
compared to mid-century. There is some spatial variability under the B1 scenario with the 
southwestern region of the state expected to experience an increase in drought risk and the 
eastern half of the state expecting a decrease in risk (Figure 3.5). The projection for the A2 
scenario shows large increases in the probability and severity of water balance deficits with this 
increased risk spread across every district.   
 
3.4 Discussion 
 One observation consistent across different scenarios is an increase in late March and 
early April field workability. This small increase, coupled with the robust projection of an earlier 
last frost date, may allow for earlier planting operations. On the other hand, with the exception of 
the mid-century A1B scenario, the average number of overall April through May FWDs is not 
projected to increase. In many cases, there is a decrease in field workability projected between 
April and May which is consistent with previous studies projecting higher spring soil moisture 
caused by increased spring precipitation (Wuebbles and Hayhoe 2004, Wuebbles et al. 2010, 
Hayhoe et al. 2010). This pattern of decreased field workability is particularly noticeable across 
several scenarios in the southern region of the state. The southern region of Illinois (WSW, ESE, 
SE, and SW) historically had lower field workability probabilities between April and May 
(corresponding to 4 fewer FWDs on average) than the other five districts. The implication is that 
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these further decreases may make timely field operations more difficult in comparison to the 
northern part of the state. These changes in field workability may necessitate changes in crop 
choice, since field workability has been identified as a driver in the spatial distribution of 
cropping practices in Europe (Rounsevell et al. 2003). Specifically, cropping practices which 
allow for more flexible management timing or possess smaller yield potential penalties for 
delayed spring field operations may become more attractive for the risk-adverse. 
 Another clear pattern is an increase in probability, severity, and spatial extent of drought 
risk. These results mirror previous research projecting a decrease in summer soil moisture driven 
largely by increases in evapotranspiration and run-off (Izaurralde et al. 2003, Wuebbles and 
Hayhoe 2004, Mishra et al. 2010). Specifically, the higher emission scenarios (A1B and A2) 
show more districts with drought risks, and a higher probability of drought risks from the mid-
century to the end of the century. This makes sense, as temperatures are expected to continue 
rising between the middle and end of the century in all scenarios (IPCC 2007). From the 
cumulative water balance figures (Figure 3.4, Appendix Figures A1-A9), we are able to draw 
more specific conclusions. First, observed changes in mean water balance can be smaller than the 
change in the lower quantile. The implication of this is that increases in drought risk may be 
driven by increased variability and not solely by a change in mean. This demonstrates the utility 
in weather generators as statistical downscaling tools that can account for the year-to-year 
variability vital to determining weather-related risks in agriculture. Previous modeling efforts 
have shown increases in variability are likely to be associated with decreases in maize yields 
over most of the state, and these changes interacted with growing degree day requirements 
(Southworth et al. 2000). Secondly, considering water availability as a cumulative time series 
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allows us to make conclusions at a finer temporal resolution than previously. The dominate 
feature arising from this finer resolution is the increased drought risk relative to the baseline 
concentrated at the end of the summer. At the state level, this drought risk is evident earlier in the 
season under all of the scenarios. However, it primarily manifests as a higher frequency and 
more intense risk in the time frame where simulated deficits are concentrated in the baseline. 
Drought stress can account for a significant proportion of historical average yield losses in U.S. 
maize, and improvements in water-stress tolerance through breeding have an opportunity to play 
an important role in reducing yield variability (Bruce et al. 2002). Our results further suggest that 
while the magnitude of future drought risks may be variable over space, the specific temporal 
windows in which changes occur may be consistent. In this case, that temporal window resides 
in the end of the summer and coincides with historic timing of maize reproductive stages. 
Mitigation efforts may benefit by focusing on specific periods within the season driving these 
risks.  
 One major question is: how will changes in field workability and drought risks affect 
agricultural production in the region when taken together? The answer to this question not 
entirely clear, but is likely to interact with the trend toward earlier planting of maize in the 
Midwest (Kucharik 2006). Our analysis indicates that early planting operations in late March and 
early April may be facilitated by increases in field workability and a retreating spring frost date. 
From a management perspective, this earlier planting might allow for risk mitigation by allowing 
critical growth stages (ie. reproductive stages) to precede the periods drought risk present in the 
late summer. On the other hand, risk aversion strategies dependent on April and May FWDs may 
be hampered in some districts. This is particular true under more intense scenarios such as A2 
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where substantial increases in drought risk are often coupled with large decreases in field 
workability.   
 We identified three potential responses proposed by these projections that decision-
makers might consider. 1) Plant longer maturity cultivars that match the new season length in 
terms of GDDs and frost dates. Aided by an increase in late March and early April FWDs, 
potential yield may be enhanced by hybrids utilizing this longer season. However, this greater 
yield potential may be difficult to realize under more frequent and intense drought risk. Increased 
variability may drive an overall decrease in average yield (Southworth et al. 2000). 2) Follow the 
same logic of planting early, but instead select a shorter-season hybrid to reduce the risk of 
encountering late-summer drought conditions at reproductive stages. This response trades 
maximum possible return (and likely average return) for a decrease in variability. For both 1) and 
2) there still exists the potential for conditions to delay planting forcing. Such delays would make 
it more likely that reproductive stages coincided with the increased risk window in addition to 
any direct effects on yield potential imposed by timeliness. 3) Change to soil moisture 
conserving management practices and/or growing crops with greater drought tolerance. This 
response would require the greatest changes from contemporary practices and as such is the most 
extreme mitigation response. The adoption of all of these responses also depends on the degree 
to which new technologies may be able to mitigate these changing risks.  
 
3.5 Conclusions 
 The key conclusion of this study is that climate change and its precise impacts on crop 
production will be highly variable across the U.S. 
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level, significant differences in the magnitude and direction of projected changes were observed. 
Changes were highly dependent on the greenhouse gas emissions scenario forcing climate 
change. In general, we projected an increasing trend in the frequency and spatial extent of 
drought risk through years and across all but the least severe scenario (B1). The spatial extent 
and frequency of these drought risks increased in parallel with the intensity of the emissions 
scenario (B1<A1B<A2). Changes in field workability are especially variable under climate 
change. Warmer spring temperatures may allow for a few more FWDs in late March and early 
April under most scenarios. However, the average number of overall FWDs between April and 
May show large decreases in several crop districts and scenarios. Only one scenario (A1B, mid-
century) shows an increase in April to May FWDs. To conclude, changes in weather-related risks 
caused by global climate change will likely force changes in management practices; either 
indirectly through the adoption of mitigation strategies, or directly by modifying the availability 
of workable days. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
Figure 1.1. Simulated soil moisture levels on days where field operations were performed 
according to records in Dixon Springs, IL. 
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Figure 1.2. Contour map of the probability of observing a work day for DeKalb, Illinois given 
day of year and soil moisture. It is observed that at the peak of the season an increase in soil 
moisture results in a rapid decline in probability.  
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Figure 1.3. DeKalb, IL observed field working day probability over day of year. 
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Figure 1.4. Markov chain matrix for transition of wet and dry days in weather generation. 
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Figure 2.1. Locations of University of Illinois crop research centers from which field records 
were obtained and weather stations providing data used to reconstruct soil moisture conditions 
from 1959-2010. 
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Figure 2.2. Iterative optimization of statewide field workability threshold. 
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Figure 2.3. Relationship between reported and predicted weekly statewide FWDs in Illinois 
(1959-2010) for six different models based on coefficients multiplied by field capacity (FC) or 
plastic limit (PL): (a) 0.90FC, (b) 1.00FC, (c) 1.10PL determined from observational field 
records, (d) 1.00PL, (e) 0.88PL and at least 6°C mid-range temperature, (f) 0.73FC and at least 
6°C mid-range temperature. Models (e) and (f) are identified by an optimization procedure. 
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Table 2.1. Prediction performance of six field workability thresholds for state of Illinois field working days reported from1959-2010. 
 Crop reporting district 
Criterion C NE SE SW NW WSW ESE E W Statewide 
I. RMSE     Days per week 
Thresholda 
0.90FC 2.24 2.19 2.88 2.56 2.11 2.44 2.62 2.46 2.48 2.22    
1.00FC 2.83 2.71 3.42 3.11 2.62 3.04 3.22 3.04 3.06 2.80   
1.10PL 2.28 2.23 2.90 2.58 2.15 2.48 2.66 2.50 2.52 2.27   
1.00PL 1.59 1.66 2.27 1.95 1.60 1.75 1.94 1.83 1.83 1.57    
0.88PL & 6°C 1.14 1.45 1.66 1.48 1.47 1.15 1.23 1.28 1.28 0.96   
0.73FC & 6°C 1.18 1.49 1.67 1.49 1.52 1.16 1.23 1.30 1.30 0.99   
II. Bias 
Thresholda 
0.90FC 1.78 1.60 2.30 1.98 1.51 1.93 2.13 1.97 1.88 1.87   
1.00FC 2.32 2.13 2.84 2.52 2.04 2.47 2.67 2.51 2.41 2.38   
1.10PL 1.82 1.64 2.34 2.02 1.54 1.96 2.17 2.01 1.91 1.91   
1.00PL 1.09 0.90 1.61 1.29 0.81 1.23 1.43 1.28 1.18 1.20   
0.88PL & 6°C -0.22 -0.41 0.30 -0.02 -0.50 -0.08 0.12 -0.03 -0.13 -0.10   
0.73FC & 6°C -0.26 -0.44 0.26 -0.06 -0.54 -0.12 0.09 -0.07 -0.17 -0.14  
      
a
 Explanation of soil moisture thresholds: Thresholds are in terms of a coefficient multiplied by either field capacity (FC) or plastic limit (PL) of the soil, where exceeding the 
threshold  indicates no field work can take place. The 0.90FC, 1.00FC, and 1.00PL thresholds are theoretical thresholds for field workability while 1.10PL was identified by 
logistic regression on field records. The bottom two thresholds were determined from optimization on statewide reported data and include a minimum mid-range temperature 
requirement. 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of pair-wise absolute weekly prediction errors between the three best-performing 
field workability models in Illinois from 1959-2010. A positive number indicates the first threshold 
performs more poorly. P-values less than 0.05 are indicated with *, 0.01 significance level with **, and no 
significant difference as (NS).  
 
Crop Reporting District 
 
Thresholda Contrast C NE SE SW NW WSW ESE E W Statewide 
       Mean Difference in Pairwise Absolute Error 
1.00PL vs 0.88PL 0.58** 0.49** -0.22** 0.27** 0.50** 0.51** 0.30** 0.68** 0.55** 0.57**  
1.00PL vs 0.73FC 0.51** 0.47** -0.01(NS) 0.26** 0.48** 0.43** 0.12(NS) 0.31** 0.52** 0.55** 
0.88PL vs 0.73FC -0.06** -0.03(NS) 0.21** -0.01(NS) -0.02(NS) -0.08** -0.18** -0.37** -0.03(NS) -0.02**  
a
 Explanation of soil moisture thresholds: Thresholds are in terms of a coefficient multiplied by either field capacity 
(FC) or plastic limit (PL) of the soil, where exceeding the threshold  indicates no field work can take place. The 
0.90FC, 1.00FC, and 1.00PL thresholds are theoretical thresholds for field workability while 1.10PL was identified 
by logistic regression on field records. The bottom two thresholds were determined from optimization on statewide 
reported data and include a minimum mid-range temperature requirement of 6°C. 
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Figure 2.4. Weekly Illinois statewide field working day (FWD) prediction error (reported minus 
predicted) over day of year of the report date resulting from using (a) the plastic limit (1.00PL) soil 
moisture threshold for workability and (b) the optimized soil moisture threshold of 0.88PL with required 
mid-range temperature of at least 6°C from 1959-2010. 
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Figure 2.5. Histogram showing the reduction of absolute error in field working day prediction 
over the month of April from 52 different years achieved by introducing a mid-range temperature 
requirement for workability to the optimal threshold. 
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Figure 3.1. Goodness of fit of the simulated statewide average probability of a field working day 
during the 1960-2000 baseline period (black line) from LARS-WG versus the probability 
determined by USDA-NASS weekly crop progress reports from 1959-2010 (open circles).   
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Figure 3.2. Regional daily soil moisture threshold determined by optimization over day of year 
for field workability. 
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Figure 3.3.  Regional daily mid-range temperature threshold determined by optimization over 
day of year for field workability. The temperatures thresholds are constrained between 0 and 10° 
C. 
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 1 
 2 
Figure 3.4. Simulated cumulative average water balance of Illinois as calculated using the 3 
Thornthwaite equation for potential evapotranspiration. All values are calculated as the mean of 4 
the individual district mean values with water balance calculated at the end of each month with a 5 
linear interpolation between months. The black line indicates the average monthly cumulative 6 
water balance. Grey lines indicate the average 95th and 5th quantiles of monthly cumulative water 7 
balance with area in which the lower quantile goes below zero marked with red polygons. The 8 
dotted vertical lines identify the 90th percentile fall and spring frost dates. Mean growing degree 9 
days were calculated in degrees Celsius with maximum daily temperature of 30°C and minimum 10 
daily temperature of 10°C.11 
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Figure 3.5. Changes in the number of months in deficit between May and August relative to the 
baseline simulation period of 1960-2000 for three different climate change scenarios driven by 
NCAR CCSM3 and downscaled using LARS-WG. Each district contains 1000 years of 
simulation for each scenario and time horizon. Field working day changes are relative changes in 
mean number of April through May field working days from the simulated baseline. Arrows 
pointing up indicate an increase in average number of field working days while those pointing 
down indicate a decrease. 
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Figure 3.6. Goodness of fit of the simulated probability of field working day (FWD) for each crop reporting district during the 1960-
2000 baseline period (black line) from LARS-WG versus the probability determined by USDA-NASS weekly crop progress reports 
from 1980-2010 (open circles).   
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Figure 3.7. Plot of the simulated state average probability of a field working day over day of 
year for four different scenarios (Baseline, B1, A1B, A2) under two different time horizons: (a) 
2046-2065, (b) 2080-2099. 
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APPENDIX A: CROP DISTRICT WATER BALANCE FIGURES 
 
Simulated cumulative average water balance (precipitation minus evapotranspiration) of 
the nine crop districts in Illinois calculated using the Thornthwaite equation for potential 
evapotranspiration. Water balance is calculated at the end of each month with a linear 
interpolation between months. The black line indicates the average monthly cumulative water 
balance. Grey lines indicate the 95th and 5th quantiles of monthly cumulative water balance. Area 
in which the lower quantile goes below zero is marked a red polygons indicating moisture 
deficit. The dotted vertical lines identify the 90th percentile fall and spring frost dates. Mean 
growing degree days were calculated in degrees Celsius with maximum daily temperature of 
30°C and minimum daily temperature of 10°C. 
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Figure A1. Northwest crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A2. Central crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A3. Northeast crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A4. West crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A5. East crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A6. West Southwest crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A7. East Southeast crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A8. Southwest crop district cumulative water balance. 
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Figure A9. Southeast crop district cumulative water balance. 
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